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ABSTRACT

Context. Despite the importance of having an accurate measurement of the solar disc radius, there are large uncertainties of its value
due to the use of different measurement techniques and instrument calibration. An item of particular importance is to establish whether
the value of the solar disc radius correlates with the solar activity level.
Aims. The main goal of this work is to measure the solar disc radius in the near-UV, visible, and near-IR regions of the solar spectrum.
Methods. Three instruments on board the PICARD spacecraft, namely the Bolometric Oscillations Sensor (BOS), the PREcision
MOnitoring Sensor (PREMOS), and a solar sensor (SES), are used to derive the solar disc radius using the light curves produced
when the Sun is occulted by the Moon. Nine eclipses, from 2010 to 2013, resulted in 17 occultations as viewed from the moving
satellite. The calculation of the solar disc radius uses a simulation of the light curve taking into account the center-to-limb variation
provided by the Non-local thermodynamic Equilibrium Spectral SYnthesis (NESSY) code.
Results. We derive individual values for the solar disc radius for each viewed eclipse. Tests for a systematic variation of the radius
with the progression of the solar cycle yield no significant results during the three years of measurements within the uncertainty of
our measurements. Therefore, we derive a more precise radius value by averaging these values. At one astronomical unit, we obtain
959.79 arcseconds (arcsec) from the bolometric experiment; from PREMOS measurements, we obtain 959.78 arcsec at 782 nm and
959.76 arcsec at 535 nm. We found 960.07 arcsec at 210 nm, which is a higher value than the other determinations given the photons
at this wavelength originate from the upper photosphere and lower chromosphere. We also give a detailed comparison of our results
with those previously published using measurements from space-based and ground-based instruments using the Moon angular radius
reference, and different methods.
Conclusions. Our results, which use the Moon as an absolute calibration, clearly show the dependence of the solar disc radius with
wavelength in UV, visible and near-IR. Beyond the metrological results, solar disc radius measurements will allow the accuracy of
models of the solar atmosphere to be tested. Proposed systematic variations of the solar disc radius during the time of observation
would be smaller than the uncertainty of our measurement, which amounts to less than 26 milliarcseconds.
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1. Introduction and scientific objectives

The solar disc radius (hereafter solar radius), and its possible
variation, have been the subject of increasingly accurate mea-
surements for over 350 years. The importance of the knowl-
edge of the radius, and its possible variation, for solar physics
and climatology are briefly described as follows. Data concern-
ing the past Sun is important for the understanding of the solar
variability because they bring information to be compared with
theoretical predictions. The possible link between the solar ac-
tivity and the solar radius has been suggested from past obser-
vations (Ribes et al. 1987) and theoretical modelling (Sofia & Li
2001). While the solar irradiance variability on the timescales
of the 11-year activity cycle and shorter is attributed to surface

magnetism (see e.g. recent review by Solanki et al. 2013), the
changes in the solar radius can contribute to the solar irradiance
variability on longer timescales. However, the past measure-
ments of the solar radius and irradiance are subject to uncertain-
ties, so that an unambiguous conclusion about the possible link
between the solar irradiance and radius variations is presently
not possible.

Because the gaseous surface of the Sun does not have a well-
defined edge, as a rocky planet or the Moon, it is not possible
to define a unique and unambiguous value for the solar radius.
It depends on how the solar edge is determined. Each measuring
technique or analysis algorithm produces values that may have
high precision, but a much lower accuracy due to systematic in-
fluences. As a consequence, while each technique can be used
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to establish valid values for even small radius variations, it can-
not be compared with other techniques and used to derive much
significance from differences between them.

The most usual definition for optical determination is based
on the inflection point position (IPP) of the limb shape provided
by the center-to-limb variation (CLV). In any gaseous medium
the optical depth is a function of wavelength, temperature and
composition. These data are provided by models of the solar at-
mosphere. For a given model, the CLV is calculated as a func-
tion of wavelength (see study by Thuillier et al. 2011), who have
compared the CLV predictions by different models: COde for
Solar Irradiance (COSI, Shapiro et al. 2010), Vernazza, Avrett,
Loeser (VAL81, Vernazza et al. 1981), Solar Radiation Physical
Modelling (SRPM, Fontenla et al. 2009).

In the above models the IPP depends on the opacity in the
solar atmosphere. The continuum opacity increases with wave-
lengths in the visible domain of the spectrum so the solar radius
in the continuum will increase with wavelengths (see Fig. 6 from
Thuillier et al. 2011). At the same time the opacity in the solar
atmosphere is dominated by millions of atomic and molecular
lines (cf. Shapiro et al. 2015) so that the dependence of the IPP
on the wavelength has a very complex profile (see Fig. 6 from
Thuillier et al. 2011). It is important to test the model prediction
with real measurements. This will require solar radius data at
several wavelengths with a precision of the order of 10 milliarc-
seconds (mas).

While the recent measurements are of better quality than the
past ones, these time series are short (a few years), and when
obtained from space, instrumental difficulties make their results
questionable. Furthermore, to achieve a measurement in the ab-
solute scale, a preflight calibration should be performed. This
calibration for radius measurement is very difficult to achieve
with the appropriate accuracy that it is rarely done and can even
be impossible to do. An angular reference could be a significant
item for radius measurement, although the space environment,
especially the particles, may alter its characteristics.

In recent years, different instruments have been used to make
such measurements, with increasing sophistication. However, in-
strumental difficulties remain, which results in questionable sta-
bility of the instrument scale over time. This is why the long-
term evolution of the solar radius is still an open subject, even
for the 11-year solar cycle.

From the ground, the Earth’s atmosphere has an influence,
which needs to be corrected with an accuracy better than 10 mas.
From space, this effect vanishes, however other difficulties arise,
such as the contamination by outgasing and deposition, influence
of the particle precipitation, Earth’s albedo adding its contribu-
tion to the solar signal, and the thermal stability of the entire sys-
tem, which is an important requirement in metrology. Nowadays,
most missions aiming to measure the solar radius use imaging
techniques.

In this work, we present the use of the light curves obtained
during solar occultations that occur during partial eclipses, from
which solar radii as a function of wavelength are derived and
compared with existing values obtained via several other meth-
ods and techniques, some of which have no means of calibration
and/or a different definition of the radius.

Section 2 describes techniques, methods and our approach
for the solar radius determination. Section 3 describes the instru-
ments flown on board the PICARD spacecraft. Section 4 details
the data processing, Sect. 5 discusses our results, and Sect. 6
presents the uncertainty budget. The discussion and conclusions
are given in Sects. 7 and 8, respectively.

2. Solar radius determination

2.1. Methods and techniques

Given the importance of accurately measuring the solar radius,
the following techniques are used:

a) Imaging telescope. From the ground, the Earth’s atmosphere
introduces noise and spurious effects, as can be seen by com-
paring different data sets obtained with different or even sim-
ilar instruments placed at different locations. Furthermore,
while the broadly used astrolabes could be considered to
have an angular reference, this is not the case for all of
the instruments. Furthermore, comparison of data simultane-
ously obtained by astrolabes have revealed inconsistent re-
sults, likely due to the atmospheric effects.
Using an imaging telescope in space will avoid this effect.
However, precipitating particles induce charge leakage in the
CCD’s pixels especially when the detector is not at low tem-
perature (below −40 ◦C), and will affect the measured limb
shape, and consequently the radius determination. The imag-
ing instruments flown to date have no means of calibration,
that would help to monitor the long-term solar diameter vari-
ation in a stable scale. Indeed, this is instrumentally difficult
to achieve. Furthermore, even using the IPP to define the so-
lar diameter may raise a difficulty for comparing the solar di-
ameter determined with the Moon as a calibration standard.
The Solar disc Sextant (SDS; Sofia et al. 2013) uses a prism
as angular reference. It is protected from the harsh environ-
ment of space as this instrument is operated from a high al-
titude stratospheric balloon, and the flights only last one day
each. On the other hand, after each flight there is a strong
landing impact, this requires an instrumental refurbishment
which introduces its own set of problems and which are dis-
cussed in detail in their paper.

b) Helioseismology. The solar edge determined from helioseis-
mologic data corresponds to the turnaround point for inter-
mediate and high-l oscillations (Dziembowski et al. 1998;
Antia et al. 2000). This turnaround point is located three to
eight megametres below the photosphere, depending on the
specific l value, which consequently produces radius values
that are smaller than those of the other techniques. Since
these measurements have a different definition of the solar
radius they differ by up to 300 km (0.4 arcsec) from val-
ues obtained through the inflection point definition of the
radius (Tripathy & Antia 1999; Haberreiter et al. 2008). The
seismic radius values are corrected to optical depth τ = 1
depending on their characteristics (Tripathy & Antia 1999).
A mean of three seismic radius determinations resulted in
the nominal solar radius, RN = 695.7 Mm, adopted by the
IAU (Prša et al. 2016). In order to compare this value to the
observed radii of the solar disc, an additional correction,
needed to take into account the difference of the apparent
larger radius when observing the limb of a gaseous body with
an extended atmosphere (Brown & Christensen-Dalsgaard
1998). This correction is another 333 km as given by
Haberreiter et al. (2008), resulting in a value of 959.2 arc-
sec for the apparent radius at 500 nm of a solar sphere with
the nominal radius. We compare the IAU solar radius and our
results in the discussion Sect. 7.

c) Planets transits (Venus and Mercury). Planets transits in front
the Sun also allow us to measure the solar radius; however,
such events are rare (about two to three per century) and
the timing of ingress and egress remains a source of uncer-
tainty because of the black-drop effect. This technique may
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be used for long-term variation (e.g. Sveshnikov 2002) us-
ing Mercury transits from 1700 to 1980 to study the possible
dependence of the solar diameter on the 11-year solar cycle.

d) Sun transit. The paper by Brown & Christensen-Dalsgaard
(1998) shows the results obtained with the High Altitude Ob-
servatory Solar Diameter Monitor instrument (SDM) over
more than six years (from 1981 to 1986) between a solar
maximum and a minimum. The SDM is essentially a drift
scan (transit or meridional circle) instrument with the ad-
vantage that rather than determining the meridional crossing
visually, it is recorded with a scanning photometric instru-
ment from which the edge is determined by means of the
technique named Fast Fourier Transform Definition (FFTD,
Hill & Stebbins 1975; Hill et al. 1975), which is designed to
eliminate the first order effect of seeing. Because the cal-
ibration is based on the Earth’s rotation, it is known very
accurately. In addition, they correct the limb location to the
location of the photosphere at 800 nm by means of solar at-
mospheric models. From the results shown in Fig. 2 of their
paper, the statistical errors for the average of the solar radius
over a Carrington rotation range between approximately 0.1
and 0.3 arcsec, and they deduce an average radius value over
the six years with an estimated precision of 0.009 arcsec (see
their Eq. (2)) by assuming no variation from any origin (see
their Fig. 2).

e) Use of the solar eclipses by the Moon. The lunar radius is
very well known because it is a solid body, and because we
can observe frequent and numerous stellar occultations. On
the other hand, much less frequent eclipses of the Sun by the
Moon provide opportunities to derive the solar radius from
the lunar radius, and in principle would allow changes as a
function of time to be measured.

Before the space era, the idea of using the Moon as ref-
erence (Dunham et al. 1980) was applied in two different
configurations:

• Measurement of the eclipse duration by observers located
near the centre of the area of totality.

• Measurement of the eclipse duration by several observers
placed on the north and south edges allowing the precise de-
termination of the limits of the shadow track (see Sofia et al.
1980, for a review of these techniques and a discussion of
their accuracy).

Lamy et al. (2015) have implemented the above technique for
observing the eclipses occurring from 2010 to 20 March 2015,
i.e. during the PICARD mission. This technique uses a set of
simple photometers recording the light curves at 540 nm. They
found a solar radius equal to 959.99 arcsec with a precision
ranging from 0.020 to 0.090 arcsec depending on the particu-
lar eclipse. When using these results, the mean uncertainty is
employed.

For both cases, an accurate positioning of the observers is
essential (better than 50 m). The Moon topography (valleys and
mountains) introduce some uncertainties, which have to be taken
into account in the data processing. Furthermore, libration gen-
erates a varying profile of the surface/landscape. However, for
variability studies, this effect can be almost cancelled when the
eclipse events are observed in the same phase within the Saros
cycle (18 years).

Using eclipses has the significant advantage of comparing
the Sun radius with a stable reference provided by the Moon
solid shape. The Moon’s topography was very precisely deter-
mined by the Kuguya lunar mission using spacecraft around the

Moon at 100 km altitude (Araki et al. 2009). The Moon’s shape
as determined by this mission is more precise than the former
Watts profiles. Furthermore, eclipses provide a suitable timing
(from one to three opportunities per year) for measuring a pos-
sible solar radius variation over a unique long-term. In addition,
when this technique is applied from space, it can use simple pho-
tometers whose detectors are not so sensitive to degradation by
particles because of the size of their detector area compared to
the pixel size of an imaging telescope detector.

Because the Sun does not have a solid surface, it is not pos-
sible to define a unique radius for it. Not only is the level of the
photosphere wavelength dependent, but in each case the surface
of the disc is defined by a variety of algorithms that introduce
their own systematic effects. For example, the surface can be de-
fined with the IPP with a FFTD technique, and theoretically with
an optical depth of 2/3, 1, etc. (see also the discussion of the
nominal radius above in the introduction). For that reason, the
uncertainty of precision obtained by a given method is always
smaller than the (absolute) accuracy of the method. Since the
probable error of each technique is obtained from the dispersion
of the measurements with that technique, it does not include sys-
tematic effects. Thus, differences in the absolute radius obtained
by different techniques that are significantly larger by some tens
or hundreds of milliarcseconds than the quoted probable errors,
cannot be excluded.

The main goal of this paper is to study the dependence of
the visible solar radius on the wavelengths and compare the ob-
tained results with the calculations performed with the Non-local
thermodynamic Equilibrium Spectral SYnthesis code, a state-of-
the-art radiative transfer code NESSY (Tagirov et al. 2017).

In summary:

• Imaging telescope, either ground- or space-based, present a
significant difficulty for the initial geometrical calibration of
their CCD array detector.

• In space, the long-term monitoring of the CCD performance
remains a challenge given the harsh space environment.

• The Moon in solar occultation provides a stable, well-defined
calibration means, and the solar radius is scaled to the Moon
radius. This opportunity can be applied by using a single (and
simple) photometer.

• On the ground, atmospheric effects have to be taken into
account, however the accuracy of their correction is very
uncertain.

• For the imaging telescope, the scale is based on the IPP and
on the pixels’ geometrical and photometric properties. Fur-
thermore, the planets transits could be also working in an-
other scale due to the definition of ingress and egress times.
It would be important to precisely establish the correspon-
dence between these scales.

A given technique is appropriate if used to measure the long-
time solar radius variation, if any. However, comparison between
results obtained by different techniques is subject to an uncer-
tain conclusion given the unknown off-sets between the different
measurements scales.

2.2. Our approach to the solar radius measurement

We use data from space to avoid effects induced by the at-
mosphere (refraction, turbulence, and scattering). However, the
space environment and especially the particles are able to alter
the detectors and the optics. Our data are obtained by bolometric
and photometric instruments, whose detectors are of a signifi-
cantly larger size than the usual pixels of the CCD’s detectors.
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These instruments operated from space provide measurements
by observing the change in time of the solar irradiance during
the partial occultation of the Sun by the Moon. Consequently,
the Moon will be used as an angular reference.

The bolometer and sunphotometers observing in several
spectral domains during partial eclipses are operated simulta-
neously on board the PICARD spacecraft (Thuillier et al. 2006).
The measurement sampling rate is high enough to precisely sam-
ple the Moon’s movement across the Sun to the spacecraft line
of sight.

3. Instruments on board the PICARD microsatellite

PICARD is a spacecraft launched on 15 June 2010 on a circular
sun-synchronous orbit at mean altitude of 736 km. It carries four
solar instruments:

• a bolometer, the Bolometric Oscillations Sensor (BOS) for
monitoring the incoming power from the Sun and the Earth
(see Sect. 3.1);

• a set of sunphotometers, the PREcision Monitoring of So-
lar variability (PREMOS, Schmutz et al. 2009) for measur-
ing the solar spectral irradiance (see Sect. 3.2);

• a Sun sensor, the System d’Écartométrie Solaire (SES, de-
scribed in Sect. 3.3) for pointing the scientific payload to-
ward the Sun with an accuracy ±0.01 arcdegree, which will
also provide useful data;

• an imager telescope, the SOlar Diameter Imager and Surface
Mapper (SODISM, Thuillier et al. 2006), which provides so-
lar images at the set of wavelengths observed by PREMOS.

Furthermore, PICARD also carries two radiometers for total so-
lar irradiance (TSI) measurements. These instruments could also
provide data used to determine the solar radius determination.
However, given the duration of the observed occultations (up to
8 min), and their sampling periodicity of about 2 min, the light
curve is not appropriately sampled for solar radius determina-
tion. Nevertheless, the radiometer data will be used as explained
below.

3.1. Bolometric measurements

3.1.1. Principle

The BOS (Zhu et al. 2015) consists of two concentric flat discs
of surface S 1 and S 2 and mass m1 and m2, and painted black and
white, respectively (Fig. 1). Their absorption coefficients α1 and
α2 are respectively 0.97 and 0.35. Their emissivities ε1 and ε1,
are close, and m1 and m2 are thermally connected to a mass mr,
which consists of a small linear rod acting as a thermal shunt.

The BOS provides a signal at high frequency, which is in-
tegrated over 10 s. This allows efficient rejection of the instru-
mental noises. When the photons either from the Sun or from
the Earth, are impinging the front absorbing surfaces, they heat
up m1 and m2. Given their mass ratio, which is 200, the m1 tem-
perature increases faster than the m2 temperature. Consequently,
T1 and T2 are different, and their difference T12 measures the
rapid power input change while T2 provides the slow power in-
put change.

3.1.2. Equations describing the BOS operation

Figure 1 shows the radiative inputs as well as re-emissions to-
ward the space. The black surface (S 1) absorbs and re-emits the

Fig. 1. BOS instrument. The black and white coated detectors weights
are 0.8 and 160 g, respectively. The black surface integrates all electro-
magnetic radiation, whereas the white channel is only sensitive to the
infrared radiation. m1 is fully isolated from m2 by a multilayer material.
The black centre is connected to the top of the rod, which dissipates in
the white ring m2. The two thermistors T1 and T2 measure the tempera-
ture at each extremity of the rod.

following powers:

A1 = Qα1S 1 and E1 = ε1σS 1T 4
1 .

The white surface (S 2) absorbs and re-emits the following
powers:

A2 = Qα2S 2 and E2 = ε2σS 2T 4
2 .

As a thermal flux F flows through the rod, the power budget
provides the following relationship:

A1 = E1 + F (1)

F is obtained by using Fourier’s law:

F =

(
Cmr

S r

) (
δ(T1)
δ(t)

)
+

[
Kr(T1 − T2) + σS rεrT 4

1

]
S r

(2)

where

• C is the thermal capacity of S 1, S 2 and the rod (aluminum);
• Kr is the rod thermal conductivity;
• S r is the emissive surface of the insulation material around

the rod;
• εr is the emissivity coefficient of insulation material (see

Fig. 1);
• Q is the solar irradiance input.

3.1.3. Use of the BOS measurements for radius
determination

Given the BOS field of view (2π), BOS gathers photons mainly
from the Sun, but also from the Earth. The Earth’s contribution
has to be removed. The measurements before and after the oc-
cultation are used to correct for the Earth’s radiation. Because
of the displacement of the satellite (several tens of degrees), the
albedo changes as the satellite passes over continents, clouds,
ocean and ice of the polar caps. To account for these changes, a
data set is prepared gathering measurements taken about 5 min
before and after the occultation, which is interpolated during
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Fig. 2. BOS raw data are displayed with PREMOS raw data at 210,
266, 535, 607 and 782 nm together with the SES data for the 1 June
2011 occultation. The 782 nm red line shows the PREMOS data while
the thin red line represents the 784 nm Sun sensor (SES) measurements.
The difference is within the thickness of the lines.

the eclipse occurrence and subtracted from the measurements.
Afterward the corrected signal is normalized to unity. This may
not be appropriate in the case of a rapid change in albedo. To ac-
count for this effect, we use TSI measured on board by PREMOS
(Schmutz et al. 2013), which is not affected by the Earth’s radi-
ation because of the small field of view of the radiometer. In
Sect. 4.3, we explain how we keep the advantage of the BOS
sampling rate and the TSI measurements free of the Earth’s
contribution.

3.2. PREMOS instrument

The PREMOS consists of several filter sunphotometers and a ra-
diometer. It operates jointly with the BOS on board PICARD.
The sunphotometers are calibrated on the absolute scale and re-
dundant channels are periodically operated to take into account
the possible ageing. The spectral channels are centred at 210,
268, 535, and 782 nm (see Fig. 2 in Cessateur et al. 2016), and
are sampled every 10 s as BOS. The sunphotometers have a field
of view of ±1.5 arcdegree, preventing a flat-field effect at the be-
ginning and end of the occultation. PREMOS observations ex-
tend from September 2010 to April 2014 (end of mission).

We note that the depth of the light curves is wavelength de-
pendent in Fig. 2. This is attributed to the wavelength depen-
dence of the CLV of the solar brightness.

3.3. Sun Sensor

On board the PICARD spacecraft, the SES is made of a four-
quadrant detector and allows us to point the spacecraft toward
the Sun, with an accuracy better than a few arcminutes. It oper-
ates at 784 nm in the solar continuum within a 2.8 nm bandpass.
The four-quadrant measurements sampled at 4 Hz are summed
and averaged to obtain a measurement every 10 s as BOS and
PREMOS sampling rate. In this way, the Sun sensor data are
usable as photometric measurements. An example is shown in
Fig. 2. We note the near absence of noise due to averaging over
40 measurements. Figure 2 shows the agreement between the
Sun sensor data and the PREMOS measurements at 782 nm.

We note that the BOS light curve is not as deep as the others.
This is due to the BOS field of view which collects photons from

the Earth’s surface lit by the Sun given its 2π solid angle. This
will be taken into account in Sect. 4.3.

4. Solar occultations, centre-to-limb variation
and data processing

4.1. Partial solar occultations

A solar occultation occurs when the Moon passes between the
Sun and the satellite, and the Moon fully or partially blocks the
Sun light as viewed from the spacecraft. Since the PICARD in-
struments are precisely pointing to the Sun and its orbital pe-
riod is smaller than the eclipse duration, typically several solar
occultations occur during one eclipse. The partial occultations
observed by PICARD are listed in Table 1. An eclipse occurred
on 11 July 2010, but at that time the PREMOS instrument was
not yet switched on. Simultaneous PREMOS and BOS measure-
ments began for the eclipse of 1 June 2011.

4.2. Partial solar occultation modelling

4.2.1. Centre-to-limb variation

The solar surface brightness is inhomogeneous. First, there are
sunspots and faculae, and second there is a center to limb varia-
tion. The active regions over a large surface may not contribute
more than a tenth of one per cent in the visible and near-IR. How-
ever, the CLV has to be considered in modelling. The CLV effect
is taken into account for all occultations used in this study. The
CLVs as a function of wavelength are calculated with NESSY
(Tagirov et al. 2017), which is a further development of the Code
for Solar Irradiance (COSI, Shapiro et al. 2010). NESSY has an
improved treatment on the effect of non-local thermodynamic
equilibrium (NLTE) effects in the chromosphere and provides
a more reliable CLV at short wavelengths and chromospheric
lines. The new release of the Vienna Atomic Line Database
(VALD3, Ryabchikova et al. 2015) was used to take into account
the contribution of Fraunhofer lines to the CLV.

The CLVs provide the change of radiance as a function of
the distance from the Sun centre to the limb, and wavelength.
They have been normalized to unity at the solar disc centre. For a
given spectral domain, the CLV is integrated over each photome-
ter spectral bandpass shown in Table 2. As expected for narrow
bandpasses (a few nanometers), the integrated CLV is very close
to the CLV at the peak transmission.

However, for BOS, which has a very large bandpass, it is
important to know to which spectral domain corresponds the
BOS measurements. Its bandpass extends from λ0 = 200 to
λ1 = 4000 nm. The front paintings have an absorbing coef-
ficient quasi-independent of wavelength in this spectral range
(Willey et al. 1983). Consequently, for these measurements, we
have used the intensity as a function of the distance (r) to the
Sun centre and wavelength provided by NESSY integrated in
the BOS bandpass (see Sect. 4.2.2 for the details of integration).
This provides the mean CLV shown in Fig. 3. This mean CLV
will be used to calculate the solar diameter as determined from
the BOS measurements. Then, it is necessary to find the clos-
est CLV to this mean CLV in order to determine the wavelength
to which the BOS solar radius corresponds allowing compari-
son with the solar radius obtained with the photometers. For that
purpose, we show in Fig. 3 the CLVs at 700, 750 and 800 nm
provided by NESSY. Since the CLV of the solar brightness at
750 nm is basically identical to the CLV of the wavelength-
integrated brightness, we use 750 nm as the wavelength for the
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Table 1. List of occultations used in this study.

ID Date H Min Latitude Longitude Depth (%) SSN
1 2011-Jun.-01 20 15 32.9231 −37.9217 46.31 28
2 2011-Jun.-01 22 6 73.7476 −90.2886 54.17 28
3 2011-Jul.-01 8 40 −65.3841 −57.3483 12.43 35
4 2011-Nov.-25 4 42 −71.9929 −133.0838 17.59 158
5 2011-Nov.-25 6 11 −67.0162 −22.0658 86.54 158
6 2011-Nov.-25 7 40 −30.5488 −29.1533 37.15 158
7 2012-May-20 21 6 −16.8043 −43.5271 18.72 116
8 2012-May-20 22 51 4.4730 −73.0372 16.45 116
9 2012-May-21 0 58 74.7773 108.3665 19.75 110

10 2012-May-21 2 42 57.1159 62.8518 15.72 110
11 2012-Nov.-13 20 21 −41.1677 −27.9640 96.90 121
12 2012-Nov.-13 23 8 −23.2067 99.3828 13.38 121
13 2012-Nov.-14 0 39 7.4471 81.3476 18.60 133
14 2013-May-09 22 44 −58.9095 −57.2908 54.30 65
15 2013-May-10 3 1 30.9305 49.6433 46.07 57
16 2013-Nov.-03 11 14 3.4652 100.4503 64.46 123
17 2013-Nov.-03 15 12 33.6756 −132.9681 37.08 123

Notes. ID is the occultation number identification. Date is given as year-month-day, time in hours and minutes at the maximum occultation.
Occultation depth is measured at 535 nm and provides the solar irradiance decrease between just before the occultation and at the maximum
occultation. The right column shows the number of sunspots. Using the orbital data, the geographic location (latitude and longitude in arcdegrees)
of the PICARD spacecraft is given at the time of maximum occultation.

Table 2. Width of each spectral domain at half maximun.

λ (nm) 210 266 535 607 782 784 (SES)
Width (nm) 22 20 0.58 0.90 1.70 2.8

Notes. The 210 to 782 nm spectral domains are those of PREMOS
sunphotometers.

Fig. 3. Calculated mean CLVs for the BOS (black dots) compared to
CLVs predicted by NESSY at 700 nm (red) and 800 nm (green) located
just below and above respectively. This shows that BOS measurements
now refer to 750 nm.

BOS measurements. This is not surprising, given that most of
the energy in the solar flux comes in the visible and IR spectral
domains.

4.2.2. Geometry and calculation of the illuminated Sun
surface

The light curve measured by PREMOS and BOS is a function of
time t, wavelength and occultation number, first normalized to

Fig. 4. Principle of the Sun illuminated surface calculation in polar
coordinates.

unity outside the eclipse event. Several examples are shown in
Fig. 2. We denote by B(t) the irradiance value as defined above
for a given wavelength and occultation number.

The light curve observed by the PICARD instruments is
modelled by calculating the full Sun surface irradiance and that
of the non-occulted surface by the Moon, taking into account the
CLV. The difference gives the irradiance of the occulted solar
surface, and taking its ratio to the full solar surface irradiance,
we obtained the normalized calculated light curve C(t). The in-
tegration method taking into account the CLV is shown in Fig. 4.

The irradiance of the non-occulted solar surface, S (t) is given
by a triple integral:

S (t) =

∫
D

T (λ)dλ
"

S i

I(λ, r)ds. (3)

The first integral corresponds to the integration over the instru-
ments bandpass (BOS and sunphotometers). The double integral
is the integration on the Sun illuminated surface S i. Since I(λ, r)
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Fig. 5. TSI data and its Gaussian fitting.

is a function of r, the integration is made as shown in Fig. 4:

S (t) =

∫
D

T (λ)dλ
"

S i

I(λ, r)rdrdθ. (4)

Then, for a given Sun radius, the calculation is made in four steps
in arbitrary units:

– calculation of the solar irradiance on the partially uncovered
solar surface named {1};

– calculation of the solar irradiance on the full solar surface
named {2};

– calculation of the difference providing the decrease in the
solar irradiance {2}-{1};

– calculation of its ratio to {2} providing the normalized de-
crease in the solar irradiance.

Since the relative positions of the three bodies (spacecraft, Moon
and Sun) are a function of time, C(t) is a function of t, which
provides the light curve (Fig. 5). C(t) depends on the Sun radius
to be determined and the Moon radius, which is assumed to be
constant within the precision of the present measurements.

Then, we determine the solar radius by minimizing the dif-
ference between B(t) and C(t),

φ =

ti∑
t0

(B(t) −C(t))2. (5)

The summation is carried out from t0 to ti, which is the time in-
terval of the occultation phenomenon. A variation of the residual
φ as a function of β ratio of the Sun radius to the Moon radius
at the time of the occultation, is shown in Figs. 6a and b. The
comparison of the measurements with the modelled light curves
at the minimum residual is displayed in Figs. 7a and b.

4.3. BOS correction of the Earth contribution

The BOS has a sampling (10 s) that provides a precise observed
light curve. However, it contains the Earth’s contribution. On the
other hand, the TSI has a low sampling (120 s), but is free from
the Earth’s contribution. We combined the two data sets to keep
the advantage of each by using the original width of the BOS
light curve and the amplitude depth of the TSI light curve. The
depth of the TSI light curve has always been found larger than
the depth of the BOS light curve because the Earth’s contribution
has its greatest effect at the maximum occultation.

Figure 5 shows why a fitting is necessary in order to generate
a data set that has the same sampling rate as the BOS measure-
ments. The simplest fit was found to be Gaussian:

y(t) = y0 + Ae−
( (t−t0)

w

)2

(6)

Fig. 6. The residual φ calculated by Eq. (5) is shown as a function of β
for the occultation of 1 June 2011 observed by the PREMOS sunpho-
tometer (panel a)), and BOS radiometer (panel b)). The dotted black
line shows the residual φ and its polynomial fit is displayed in red.

where A is the amplitude coefficient (negative), y0 is the signal
just before the start of the occulatation, w is the width, and t0 is
the time at maximum occultation.

We have verified the agreement between the times of maxi-
mum occultation and the width of both TSI fitting and BOS data
sets. As stated earlier, the smaller depth observed for BOS is due
the upward contribution from the Earth surface and clouds.

4.4. Radius determination

The shape of the light curves shown in Fig. 2 depends on the
lunar radius, the solar limb shape, the Sun-Moon distance and
the Moon-PICARD distance. Using the positions of the Sun and
Moon provided by the Institut de Mécanique céleste et de Calcul
des Éphémérides (IMCCE), and the position of the spacecraft
provided by CNES, and a given value of the Sun-to-Moon radius
ratio (β), we obtain the ratio C(t) to be compared to the measured
ratio B(t). The Moon radius is taken from the Kaguya mission
results as 1737.1 km transformed in arcsec using the Moon to
spacecraft distance. The residual φ computed using Eq. (5) is
displayed in Fig. 6 as a function of β. The minimum residual
provides us with β, then we obtain the solar radius in arcsec.
Then it is normalysed at one Astronomical Unit.

The minimum residual being obtained for a value βmin, we
compare the measured light curve with the calculated light curve
for βmin. This comparison is shown for sunphotometer at 535 nm
and BOS measurements in Figs. 7a and b, respectively.

The modelled light curve and the measurements are very
close as shown by Figs. 7a and b. Their relative difference in-
creases from IR to UV, likely due to the CLV precision, however,
it remains below 0.01%.
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Fig. 7. Upper panel a) light curve measured with the PREMOS sun-
phometer at 535 nm (red open circle) with the calculated light curve
(solid black line) for the 1 June 2011 occultation for the value of βmin,
which minimizes the residual φ. Lower panel b) as above but for the
BOS data.

This processing has been applied to the 17 occultations ob-
served by PICARD. The results of each occultation observed by
BOS and the sunphotometers are detailed in Sect. 5.

4.5. Importance of the CLV for the radius determination

To investigate the importance of using the CLV, the radius is cal-
culated with and without CLV using the method described above.
The residual is shown with and without CLV in Fig. 8a in linear
coordinates and in Fig. 8b in logarithmic coordinates as a func-
tion of β to clearly present the differences around the minimum
residual for the 535 nm 1 June 2011 occultation.

The effects of CLV are manifested as follows:

a) The residual is significantly decreased.
b) The β for minimum residual increases from its value with

CLV leading to an increase of the calculated radius. For the
case of Fig. 8, the increase is 6.3 mas.

Both effects can be understood by investigating where the CLV
effect is manifested on the light curve. We show the 1 June
2011 occultation at 535 nm calculated without CLV (Figs. 9a, b)
and with CLV (Figs. 9c, d). In both cases synthetic light curves
are shown at the minimum residual. Figures 9a, b illustrate that
light curves calculated without taking CLV into account are sys-
tematically incorrect , while calculations with CLV allow accu-
rate reproduction of the light curve (Figs. 9c, d). Such calcula-
tions underestimate the decrease of in intensity at the maximum
phase of occultation (Fig. 9a) and overestimate the decrease in
the flux at the ingress and regress of the occultation when only
the near-limb regions of the solar disc are covered by the Moon
(Fig. 9b). Consequently the inclusion of CLV into our calcula-
tions decreases the residuals (effect a). The main contribution
to the residuals in the case of calculations without CLV comes
from the near-maximum phase of eclipse (see Fig. 9a) and the

Fig. 8. CLV and no CLV effect on the calculated residual.

Table 3. Difference (mas) between the radius calculated without CLV
and with CLV.

λ (nm) 210 266 535 607 750 782 784
Difference (mas) 35 39 6 9 4 4 2

minimization procedure tries to compensate the systematic error
arising from the omission of CLV by the increase of the solar
radius (effect b).

By making the same comparison at 784 nm, these two effects
almost disappear. This is consistent with the solar modelling and
Fig. 8 since the CLV effect is less pronounced at 784 nm than at
535 nm.

The 17 occultations have been processed similarly. Their re-
sulting mean shown in Table 3, is calculated to remove as much
as possible the noise from the individual radius determination.
The difference between CLV nad no CLV shows a significant in-
crease toward the UV as predicted by the solar models. The CLV
produced by NESSY has been shown to agree with available
measurements (Shapiro et al. 2013; Bolduc 2016, priv. comm.),
and we estimate that our technique properly takes the CLV effect
into account. The effect of the CLV uncertainty on our radius cal-
culations is discussed in Sect. 6.

Table 3 shows the importance of taking into account the CLV
in the radius calculation. Centre-to-limb variation reduces the
calculated solar radius by up to several tens of mas especially
in the UV. The difference is the greatest in the UV since the
CLV variation close to the limb is larger in the UV than in the
visible and near-IR. The larger difference at 607 nm with respect
to the other differences in the visible and near-IR is explained
by the few observations made at this wavelength (noise effect in
measurements).

5. Results

Seventeen solar partial occultations by the Moon were observed
during the PICARD mission (Table 1). For certain eclipses,
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Fig. 9. The model light curve is compared to measurements (crosses)
without CLV (upper panel) with the model light curve with CLV (lower
panel).

up to three occultations are observed. Table 4 provides the re-
sults of the 17 occultations as a function of wavelength.

Table 4 presents results from eclipse 14 having an uncer-
tainty significantly above the others. The corresponding results
are excluded in the means shown in Table 6. This exclusion is
based on the SES pointing data showing a stable pointing be-
fore and after the eclipse and an incoherent pointing during that
eclipse. This exclusion does not significantly change the mean
radii, however, the mean uncertainties are affected (Tables 5
and 6).

Table 6 shows the consistent results obtained at 782 nm by
the PREMOS and the Sun sensor with 10 mas maximum differ-
ence after removing occultation 14.

The 210 nm and 266 nm spectral domains are emitted in
the chromosphere. Our measurements show a larger radius at
210 nm than 266 nm, which is itself larger than in the visible
continuum at 535 nm. As for 782 nm, Table 6 shows a larger
value than at 535 nm. This is discussed in Sect. 7. Table 7 gathers
all random uncertainties affecting the solar radius determination
and their combined values.

6. The uncertainties budget of the Sun radius
determination

Several sources of uncertainty affect the accuracy of the Sun
radius determination. They are either of instruments origin, or
satellite position, Moon topography, and centre-to-limb predic-
tions. Each of them is estimated below.

6.1. Uncertainties affecting the radius measurements
by BOS and photometers

a) Spacecraft position and pointing uncertainties. The precision
of the PICARD pointing is ±0.01 arcdegree, which has a
negligible effect given the flat field of the instruments. The
spacecraft position is known within ±7 km. This induces an
uncertainty in the Sun radius determination of 10 mas.

b) The Moon shape and radius. Araki et al. (2009) provided the
mean radius, have also quoted the uncertainty affecting the
Moon radius as ±0.01 km, which is induced by the orbit
and attitude errors. The Moon topography introduces some
irregularities in the light curve, which are superposed to the
natural noise of the measurements obtained by the BOS and
the photometers. As all channels are simultaneously operated

and as there is no trend in time as seen from Fig. 10b, the
mean of these RMS is calculated (Table 7, Col. 5).

c) Active regions. We have examined the images recorded by
SODISM on board PICARD, and verified there is no signif-
icant active region at the limb.

d) The centre-to-limb variation (CLV). The light curve mod-
elling developed here takes into account the Sun’s centre-
to-limb variation. Solar models foresee the limb shape as
a function of wavelength. All of them foresee an IPP dis-
placement of about 30 mas from 400 to 800 nm, and they
do not fully agree (Fig. 5 in Thuillier et al. 2011). However,
the dispersion remains about ±10 mas. We have used this
dispersion as an estimate of the models precision. Since our
light curve model uses CLV provided by the NESSY mod-
elling, in order to define which uncertainty is generated by
the model uncertainty, we ran the same data set but changed
the wavelength, which corresponds to a CLV generating an
IPP change of 10 mas. We found a negligible radius differ-
ence reaching 2 mas.

6.2. Random uncertainty budget per spectral channel

Table 7 gathers all random uncertainties affecting the solar radius
determination and their combined values.

The measured dispersion is extracted from Table 5 as well as
the random uncertainty from the background. The random un-
certainties given in Col. 3 are obtained in Sect. 5.1.a (spacecraft
position and pointing uncertainties). The three random uncer-
tainties are geometrically combined in Col. 6.

We note that the combined random uncertainties are compat-
ible with the dispersions. The mean random uncertainty from the
right column is 26 mas.

A light curve is recorded as a function of time, and thus
measurement contains three variable sources of uncertainties,
namely the Moon edge, the spacecraft attitude and the counting
noise of the detector. The difference between the measured and
modelled light curve is normalized by the measurement. This
difference is the greatest when the measurement is the lowest
(i.e. at the maximum occultation) indicating that the most im-
portant source of uncertainties is the noise measurement and not
the attitude and Moon edge.

7. Discussion

Figure 10a displays the depth of each occultation at 535 nm (at
other wavelength, the depth is very close). The middle panel (b)
shows all results as a function of the occultation number and
wavelength. The lower panel (c) compares the mean solar disc
radius value from the PREMOS and BOS with other determi-
nations using different techniques of calibration as a function of
wavelength. Table 9 provides the reference of each data set. The
1σ uncertainties bars are indicated.

These results allow us to compare the solar radii as a function
of wavelength for the 17 occultations in Fig. 10c. Table 5 shows
the agreement between the two independent determinations of
the radii at 782 and 784 nm (SES) within 14 mas, which is con-
sistent with the uncertainty budget. The 782 nm PREMOS filter
provides a radius increase (eclipse 1, 2, 3), which is not obtained
with the SES filter. It could be related to the increase of the sig-
nal at the beginning of the mission (Cessateur et al. 2016). We
note that the nature of the PREMOS 782 nm and SES filters
are different, which may generate a different behaviour in space.
We also note that the eclipse depth is not correlated with the
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Table 4. Results at one astronomical unit (AU) provided the BOS and the PREMOS instruments.

ID BOS Rer 210 nm Rer 266 nm Rer 535 nm Rer 607 nm Rer 782 nm Rer 784 (SES) Rer

1 959.845 0.016 960.026 0.047 959.996 0.035 959.757 0.002 959.697 0.013 959.667 0.112 959.765 0.006
2 959.825 0.034 960.084 0.015 960.032 0.004 959.757 0.008 959.749 0.018 959.736 0.027 959.755 0.004
3 959.823 0.021 960.067 0.001 960.043 0.001 959.766 0.004 959.791 0.001 959.760 0.001
4 959.771 0.007 960.052 0.003 960.047 0.019 959.730 0.021 959.779 0.022 959.752 0.022 959.734 0.006
5 959.862 0.006 960.094 0.022 960.045 0.009 959.777 0.012 959.718 0.018 959.802 0.020 959.769 0.010
6 959.766 0.003 960.068 0.020 960.040 0.013 959.769 0.026 959.805 0.014 959.752 0.002
7 959.719 0.004 960.060 0.013 960.056 0.013 959.776 0.025 959.783 0.002 959.774 0.025
8 959.861 0.004 960.079 0.011 960.059 0.027 959.743 0.024 959.782 0.008 959.768 0.020
9 959.801 0.014 960.172 0.110 960.033 0.012 959.773 0.001 959.780 0.001 959.755 0.001

10 959.774 0.014 960.101 0.022 960.016 0.007 959.758 0.004 959.739 0.010 959.764 0.011 959.728 0.006
11 959.781 0.037 960.020 0.049 960.008 0.029 959.801 0.055 959.773 0.018 959.753 0.001
12 959.723 0.007 960.083 0.011 960.091 0.061 959.760 0.002 959.755 0.016 959.724 0.017
13 959.733 0.019 960.091 0.006 960.006 0.016 959.784 0.026 959.787 0.012 959.731 0.015
14 959.807 0.085 959.845 0.235 960.269 0.215 959.680 0.061 959.724 0.044 959.876 0.135
15 959.788 0.065 960.071 0.011 960.064 0.021 959.748 0.008 959.772 0.001 959.787 0.039
16 959.829 0.039 959.960 0.110 960.131 0.091 959.760 0.018 959.798 0.026 959.760 0.027
17 959.717 0.021 960.118 0.066 959.999 0.044 959.687 0.079 959.915 0.151 959.926 0.129

Notes. This table present the Sun radius using the 17 occultations as a function of wavelength, and rms (Rer) between the light curve and the model
for the best fit for each occultation and as a function of wavelength. A blank box indicates no dara at 607 nm.

Table 5. Mean value of the 17 solar radius determinations and their standard deviation, mean value of the standars deviation between the 17 light
curves and model.

ID BOS Rer 210 nm Rer 266 nm Rer 535 nm Rer 607 nm Rer 782 nm Rer 784 (SES) Rer

RS and µ 959.790 0.023 960.058 0.044 960.055 0.036 959.755 0.022 959.736 0.016 959.776 0.029 959.772 0.026
SDR 0.048 0.071 0.065 0.031 0.031 0.050 0.052

Notes. Rs is the mean Sun radius at one AU, µ is the mean of the standard deviations between the 17 light curves and model, SDR is the standard
deviation of the 17 radius measurements as a function of wavelength.

Table 6. Same quantities as in Table 5 calculated without occulation 14.

ID BOS Rer 210 nm Rer 266 nm Rer 535 nm Rer 607 nm Rer 782 nm Rer 784 (SES) Rer

RS and µ 959.789 0.019 960.072 0.032 960.042 0.025 959.759 0.020 959.736 0.016 959.779 0.028 959.765 0.019
SDR 0.049 0.046 0.035 0.026 0.031 0.049 0.046

calculated solar radius (Fig. 10a). Table 1 provides the number
of sunspots per occultation. Considering the radius at 210 nm
(Fig. 10b), which originates from the upper photosphere and
lower chromosphere, we have searched for a dependence with
the solar activity, which, if it exists, would have an effect smaller
that the uncertainty of our radius determination around 30 mas
as a mean (Table 7).

Figure 10c shows the radius variation with wavelength. We
note the radii increase toward the short wavelength and also to-
ward the IR. This behaviour was predicted by the solar mod-
elling. To investigate the precision of the modelling, we com-
pare below the theoretical values and our measurements taking
into account the uncertainties. Our radius measurements refer
to the Moon radius, while the Sun radius is defined from the
IPP on the limb. It is likely that these two reference frames are
different. For this reason, we have calculated the radius varia-
tion as a function of wavelength using the radius at 535 nm as
baseline.

In the domain 535−784 nm modelling and our mean ra-
dius are in good agreement, i.e. when taking into account the
uncertainty of the differences. It is of importance to note the
agreement between NESSY predictions and BOS radius deter-
mination. However, ∆(“210−535”) and ∆(“266−535”) differ-
ences are close to the limit of the combined uncertainty. At this

point, we note that the solar radius at 210 and 266 nm is de-
fined by a huge number of spectrally unresolved Fraunhofer lines
(and only 1% of them is measured in the laboratory, see Kurucz
2005). This might explain the uncertainty of the theoretical pre-
dictions at 210 and 266 nm PREMOS channels.

Figure 10c and Table 8 confirm the dependence of the solar
diameter on wavelength calculated in Thuillier et al. (2011; see
their Fig. 6). The smallest value of the radius is observed around
600 nm. It increases towards the infrared because of the increase
in the continuum absorption coefficient of the negative hydrogen
ion (see Gray 2005). The increase towards UV is attributed to
the combined action of the Fraunhofer lines (which increases
towards UV).

Using measurements from space in the EUV domain, the
increase of the solar radius toward the short wavelengths has
been pointed out (Rozelot et al. 2015). In the visible, Table 9
shows results between 600 and 676 nm using different tech-
niques from space. In particular, the mean radius obtained from
the seven SDS flights is in close agreement with our determi-
nation at 535 nm (959.757 versus 959.75 arcsec). Despite some
noise or due to different reference scales, Table 9 suggests an
increase of the solar diameter with wavelength in that spectral
domain (Rozelot et al. 2015). From 607−676 nm, the radius in-
crease is 27 mas, while we found 43 mas from 607−782 nm
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Table 7. Random uncertainties (mas) for each spectral domain.

Instruments and Measured dispersion Random uncertainty Random uncertainty Random uncertainty Combined random
wavelength (spacecraft) (background) (noise + moon shape) uncertainties

BOS 750 nm 49 10 19 13.1 25
PREMOS 210 nm 46 10 32 7.2 34
PREMOS 266 nm 35 10 25 6.4 28
PREMOS 535 nm 26 10 20 6.1 23
PREMOS 607 nm 31 10 16 4.1 19
PREMOS 782 nm 49 10 28 6.3 30

SES 784 nm 46 10 19 6.1 22

Fig. 10. a) Occultation depth, b) solar radius disc for each occultation
as a function of wavelength, and c) our results together with other solar
disc determination.

with PREMOS. These increases are compatible if we consider
the spectral range of these measurements (607−782 nm) is larger
than the previous one (607−676 nm given in Table 9). However,
it is noticeable that planet transists provide higher values than the
other determination with similar or close wavelength domains.

From 1715 to present, 25 solar radius determinations in
white light have been carried out from ground using the Moon as

Table 8. Difference (mas) with respect to the solar radius at 535 nm of
the solar radius measured at all other wavelengths (Col. 3).

Difference (mas) NESSY model Measured Combined
difference difference uncertainty

∆(“210−535”) 357 319 53
∆(“266−535”) 320 283 44
∆(“607−535”) 8 −23 40.5

∆(“750BOS−535”) 19 30 55
∆(“782−535”) 24 20 55

∆(“784SES−535”) 24 6 53

Notes. Same differences predicted by the NESSY model are also shown
(Col. 2). The combined dispersion is given in Col. 4.

calibration standard. Assuming a radius variation either absent or
smaller than their precision, the mean radius calculated from the
observations made since 1979 to present (Dunham et al. 1980,
2005; Fiala et al. 1985; Wan et al. 1989; Kubo 1993; Sigismondi
2008; Kilcik et al. 2009; Adassuriya et al. 2011; Lamy et al.
2015) is 959.690 arcsec, a smaller value than our results in the
photospheric continuum at 535 and 607 nm. Their precision is
quoted between 10 to 60 mas with a mean value of 36 mas. How-
ever, taking into account their number, and assuming that the so-
lar radius remains constant during the entire period, it reduces
to 8.5 mas. We note the effect on the precision of having a mea-
surements time series. Furthermore comparing these results with
those of Brown & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1998), we note that
the two solar radius are very close (959.69 versus 959.68 arc-
sec), as well as their precision.

8. Conclusions

Measuring the solar disc radius and its variation remains a key
undertaking for a variety of subjects ranging from solar physics
to solar-terrestrial connection. These measurements, which need
an accuracy of about 10 mas, require in turn very stable instru-
ments, preferably located in space, where atmospheric effects
are absent. Imaging systems that have been used for this pur-
pose do not have adequate stability over the required lifetime
(at least a decade or longer) both because of their intrinsically
short lifetime, and because of the difficulty calibrating the ageing
effects due to particles precipitations.

In contrast, using the light curve provided by a Moon
occultation and recorded by a single detector does not appear
so sensitive to the space environment, and it can be done with
instruments on different space missions, which can extend the
baseline of the measurements. Of course, the calibration and sta-
bility of the imaging instruments remains a challenge. In our
work, because the Moon as a very stable calibration reference,
we used solar occultations by the Moon to provide the long-term
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Table 9. Solar radius (arcseconds) measurements using techniques with calibration means (planets transits 2, 4, 5), prism (3), solar occultation (1
and 7), timing (6)).

RS and precision Dates and missions Wavelength (nm) Ref.
959.99 ± 0.55 Eclipses from 2010 to March 2014 540 1
959.85 ± 0.19 2012 Jun. 5−6, Venus transit from PICARD 607.1 2
〈959.76〉 ± 0.02 7 SDS flights between 1992 and 2011 615.0 3
959.90 ± 0.06 2012 Jun. 5−6, Venus transit from HMI-SDO 617.3 4
960.12 ± 0.09 Mercury transits in 2003 and 2006, MDI/SOHO 676.8 5

959.68 ± 0.018 Timing 800 6
959.66 ± 0.034 Eclipses from 1979 to 20 March 2014 WL 7

Notes. Line 3 provides the mean of the seven SDS flights.
References. (1) Lamy et al. (2015); (2) Hauchecorne et al. (2014); (3) Sofia et al. (2013); (4) Emilio et al. (2015); (5) Emilio et al. (2012);
(6) Brown & Christensen-Dalsgaard (1998); (7) see below.

calibration stability. Simple instruments using large detector ar-
rays such as sunphotometers and bolometers are able to provide
measurements of the solar disc radius as a function of wave-
length, as well as long-term variation. By means of occultation,
light curves provided by the BOS and PREMOS instruments on
board PICARD, we found that the Sun has a larger radius at
210 nm than in the visible at 535 nm, and an averaged value
over the 16 occultations of 959.759 arcsec at 535 nm. It should
be noted that we found 959.736 arcsec at 607 nm, a higher value
than that obtained with ground-based timing measurements us-
ing solar eclipses in white light, whereas timings of planetary
transits yield radius values are systematically higher. Our mean
combined uncertainties is 26 mas. Correcting the 535 nm value
of 959.759 ± 0.026 arcsec by 0.46 arcsec for the apparent larger
radius when observing the disc, we obtain for the solar radius
959.30 arcsec, or 695.76 Mm for τ = 1 at 500 nm, which is
fully consistent with the nominal solar radius adopted by IAU
(959.2 arcsec). Our results as a function of wavelength show a
minimum solar disc radius in the visible domain, which is con-
sistent with the NESSY modelling.

The PICARD mission has been ended in April 2014. By
keeping the PREMOS and BOS instruments in operation around
the predicted occurrence time of the solar occultations, the radius
variability as a function of wavelength and solar activity would
have been better studied using the presented method.
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